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TRACES AND RESIDUES
AMNON NEEMAN
Abstract. Let f : X −→ Y be a separated morphism of noetherian schemes, and let
W ⊂ X be a union of closed subsets such that the restriction of f to each of them
is proper. In duality theory one considers trace maps Rf∗RΓW f
!OY −→ OY . In a
recent paper we gave a new construction of such a trace map, using a certain natural
transformation ψ(f) : f× −→ f !. In this note we show how to compute it.
In duality theory there are abstract, functorial definitions and there are computa-
tionally useful formulas, but they are rarely the same. This makes the new approach
remarkable.
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0. Introduction
Let Se be the category whose objects are noetherian schemes, and the morphisms are
the maps essentially of finite type. Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism in Se; there is a
pushforward functor Rf∗ : Dqc(X) −→ Dqc(Y ) which has a left adjoint Lf∗ and a right
adjoint f×. A recent article [9] shows that there is also a fourth functor f ! : Dqc(Y ) −→
Dqc(X), until recently it was only known to be well defined on D
+
qc(Y ) ⊂ Dqc(Y ). The
way f ! is traditionally defined is
(i) Factor f : X −→ Y as X g−→ Z h−→ Y , with g a localizing immersion and h proper.
(ii) Set f ! = g∗h×.
With this definition it isn’t clear that f ! is independent of the choice of factorization,
for the unbounded derived category it wasn’t known until the very recent [9]. Another
recent article [7] produces a natural transformation ψ(f) : f× −→ f ! and then uses it to
define a trace map. One definition of the map ψ(f) is as follows:
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(iii) As in (i) factor f as f = hg with h proper and g a localizing immersion. Then
ψ(f) : f× = g×h× −→ g∗h× = f ! is the composite
g×h×
ε−11 g
×h×−−−−−−→ g∗Rg∗g×h× g
∗ε2h
×
−−−−→ g∗h×
where ε1 : g
∗Rg∗ −→ id is the (invertible) counit of the adjunction g∗ a Rg∗, while
ε2 : Rg∗g× −→ id is the counit of the adjunction Rg∗ a g×.
Once again it isn’t obvious that the map ψ(f) is independent of the factorization, the
reader is referred to [7, Corollary 2.1.4] for the proof. Below we will recall how the trace
map was defined in [7] in terms of the ψ(f). The point of this short note is that all of
this abstraction is easy to compute.
Assume f : X −→ Y is a flat morphism in Se. Let pi1, pi2 be the two projections
X ×Y X −→ X and let δ : X −→ X ×Y X be the diagonal inclusion. We begin with
a result of Alonso, Jeremı´as and Lipman [1, Example 2.4 and Proposition 2.4.2]: they
define a morphism cf to be the composite
Lδ∗δ∗OX ∼ //
cf
++
Lδ∗δ∗δ!pi!1OX
Lδ∗ε3pi
!
1
// Lδ∗pi!1OX Lδ∗Φ
// Lδ∗pi∗2f !OY ∼ // f
!OY
where ε3 : δ∗δ! = δ∗δ× −→ id is the counit of adjunction δ∗ a δ×, and Φ : pi!1OX =
pi!1f
∗OY −→ pi∗2f !OY is the inverse of the base-change map. If d is any integer then the
t–structure truncation allows us to extend this to a map
(0.0.1)
[
Lδ∗δ∗OX
]≤−d //
γf
))
Lδ∗δ∗OX cf
// f !OY
and [1, Proposition 2.4.2] proves γf to be an isomorphism if f is essentially smooth of
relative dimension d. Note that H[Lδ∗δ∗OX ] is the Hochschild homology of OX over
OY , which is a graded commutative sheaf of rings. Since HH1(OX)
∼= Ω1X/Y is the sheaf
of differential 1-forms the product in the ring HH∗(OX) gives a natural map Ω
n
X/Y =
∧nΩ1X/Y −→ HHn(OX), which is an isomorphism for every n if X is essentially smooth
over Y . If X is essentially smooth over Y of relative dimension d then
[
Lδ∗δ∗OX
]≤−d
is
just another way of writing ΣdΩdX/Y .
It has been known for a long time that f !OX/Y is isomorphic to Σ
dΩdX/Y ; the reader can
see Grothendieck [3], or Verdier [12, Theorem 3, p. 397] which relies on Hartshorne [4,
III, Proposition 7.2]. What is different about the approach in Alonso, Jeremı´as and
Lipman [1, Example 2.4] is that the map γf : Σ
dΩdX/Y −→ f !OX/Y is defined in a global,
coordinate-free, functorial way, without making any auxiliary choices. And the local
problem becomes to show that this globally defined map is an isomorphism.
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Let W ⊂ X be the union W = ∪Zi of closed subsets Zi so that the restriction of f to
each Zi is proper, let RΓW be the functor from Dqc(X) to itself which takes a K–injective
complex to the largest subcomplex supported on W , and let I : RΓW −→ id be the
canonical inclusion. From [7, Proposition 2.3.2] we learn that RΓWψ(f) : RΓW f
× −→
RΓW f
! is an isomorphism, and in [7, Remark 2.3.4] we define the integral
∫
W to be the
composite
Rf∗RΓW f
!
Rf∗RΓWψ(f)
−1
//
∫
W
++Rf∗RΓW f
×
Rf∗If×
// Rf∗f× ε4
// id
where ε4 is the counit of the adjunction Rf∗ a f×. Putting the two together we have a
composite map
(0.0.2) Rf∗RΓW
[
Lδ∗δ∗OX
]≤−d Rf∗RΓW γf // Rf∗RΓW f !OY ∫W // OY
and the point of this article is that we will compute it in the affine, essentially smooth
case. Since everything commutes with e´tale base change and all smooth morphisms are
e´tale locally projections AdY −→ Y , the key is to compute this case.
Once again there are integrals defined in the literature, starting with Hartshorne [4,
III.9 and 10], but see also Lipman [8], Hu¨bl and Kunz [5, 6] and Sastry [11, Section 3.1].
What is rare is to have a definition that is global, coordinate-free, functorial and com-
putable. Note that in the preceding page we have given complete and self-contained
definitions for all the maps we will consider, and they are clearly globally defined by
functorial formulas. In the rest of the article we will show them easy to compute.
The one caveat is that we have not said much about the morphism ψ(f) : f× −→
f ! beyond giving the definition; this is somehow the really new ingredient, a natural
transformation defined only very recently in [7].
Sancho de Salas [10] presents a nice characterization of residues, in terms of some
properties they satisfy. In our special case the direct computation is so easy, it seemed
unnecessary to go through Sancho de Salas’ formalism.
Acknowlegements. The author would like to thank Joe Lipman and an anonymous
referee for suggestions that greatly improved the presentation.
1. The map γf is an isomorphism
In [1, Proposition 2.4.2] there is a proof that the map γf is an isomorphism for f
essentially smooth of relative dimension d; in this section we present a somewhat different
argument. The proof in [1, Proposition 2.4.2] appeals to [12, Theorem 3, p. 397] whereas
the treatment here is based on the results of [7].
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Remark 1.1. This makes the approach here different in spirit from the one of [1, Propo-
sition 2.4.2]. Verdier’s [12, Theorem 3, p. 397], which is key to the proof of [1, Proposi-
tion 2.4.2], relies on Hartshorne’s isomorphism [4, Proposition III.7.2, pp. 179–180], an
isomorphism constructed locally using coordinates and then shown to glue to a global
map. The results we appeal to in [7] are all formal, about some globally defined di-
agrams commuting or some composites being isomorphisms. Unlike the argument in
[1, Proposition 2.4.2] the one here contains the entire local computation. There is no
gluing anywhere—we have globally defined, abstract nonsense maps, and using formal
properties about them we show locally that some composite is an isomorphism.
Remark 1.2. Back to proving that γf is an isomorphism. The question is local in X
and Y , hence we may assume them both affine. Let X = Spec(S), Y = Spec(R), and
assume f is induced by an essentially smooth ring homomorphism σ : R −→ S, of relative
dimension d. Shrinking X if necessary, we may assume that the map f : X −→ Y factors
as X
g−→ AdY h−→ Y with g essentially e´tale and h the projection from the affine space
AdY to Y . The composite defining γf consists of maps[
Lδ∗δ∗OX
]≥−d

γf
++
Lδ∗δ∗OX ∼ // Lδ
∗δ∗δ!pi!1OX
Lδ∗εpi!1
// Lδ∗pi!1OX Lδ∗Φ
// Lδ∗pi∗2f !OY ∼ // f
!OY
all of which commute with e´tale base change; this means that γf is naturally isomorphic
to g∗γh, and it suffices to prove that γh is an isomorphism. In other words we are reduced
to considering the case where Y = Spec(R) and X = Spec(R[x1, x2, . . . , xd]).
Remark 1.3. First some notation: for a scheme X let Dqc(X) be the derived category
of complexes of sheaves of OX–modules with quasicoherent cohomology. If X = Spec(S)
is affine then there is an equivalence of categories Dqc(X) ∼= D(S), where D(S) is the
derived category of S–modules; see [2, Lemma 5.4]. We will freely confuse Dqc(X) with
the equivalent D(S). Thus we will write S for the corresponding object in Dqc
(
Spec(S)
)
,
that is for the structure sheaf S∼ = OX . And if σ : R −→ S is a ring homomorphism
inducing a map f = Spec(σ) : Spec(S) −→ Spec(R), we will write f×R and f !R for what
we should really denote f×OSpec(R) and f
!OSpec(R).
In this notation, [7, Theorem 4.2.4] computes for us the map γf in the affine, flat
situation. For our flat ring homomorphism σ : R −→ S the map γf comes down to the
composite
[
S ⊗LSe S
]≤−d // S ⊗LSe S id⊗µ //
cf
**
S ⊗LSe HomR(S, S) // S ⊗LSe RHomR(S, S)
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where the general map cf specializes to the composite shown, and where µ is the inclusion
S −→ HomR(S, S) taking s ∈ S to the homomorphism s : S −→ S which multiplies by s.
In this section we will prove directly that γf is an isomorphism when S is the polynomial
ring over R. Observe that in this special case S is projective as an R–module, and hence
the natural map HomR(S, S) −→ RHomR(S, S) is an isomorphism. The composite we
need to compute therefore shortens to[
S ⊗LSe S
]≤−d // S ⊗LSe S id⊗µ // S ⊗LSe HomR(S, S).
We begin with two lemmas. For the application in this section we only need half of
these lemmas, in the notation of Lemma 1.4 we only need to know the kernel of the map
rx − `x. But we will need the cokernel of rx − `x in Section 2.
Lemma 1.4. Let S −→ T −→ T [x] be ring homomorphisms, with T [x] being the poly-
nomial ring in one variable over T . There is a short exact sequence
0 // HomS[x](T [x], T [x])
i // HomS(T [x], T [x])
rx−`x // HomS(T [x], T [x]) // 0
where i is the natural inclusion, and rx − `x takes an S–linear map ρ : T [x] −→ T [x] to
ρx− xρ, the difference between right multiplication by x and left multiplication by x.
Proof. We have to study the kernel and cokernel of the map (rx − `x). We remind
the reader: the way rx − `x acts on HomS(T [x], T [x]) is that it takes a linear map
ρ : T [x] −→ T [x] to the map (rx − `x)ρ, where[
(rx − `x)ρ
]
(P ) = ρ(xP )− xρ(P ).
Thus ρ belongs to the kernel if and only if ρ(xP ) = xρ(P ), which is if and only if
ρ is S[x]–linear. This identified the kernel; next we have to prove that (rx − `x) :
HomS(T [x], T [x]) −→ HomS(T [x], T [x]) is surjective. Let ϕ : T [x] −→ T [x] be an
element of HomS(T [x], T [x]), we must exhibit it as (rx−`x)ρ. We define ρ : T [x] −→ T [x]
inductively by the rule
(i) ρ(t) = 0 for all t ∈ T .
(ii) Assume ρ(txi) has been defined for all t ∈ T and all i ≤ n. Then ρ(txn+1) =
ϕ(txn) + xρ(txn).
The S–linearity of ϕ and the inductive formula guarantee that ρ will be S–linear. The
inductive formula also tells us that ϕ(txn) = ρ(x · txn)−xρ(txn) = [(rx− `x)ρ](txn). But
then ϕ and (rx − `x)ρ are linear maps that agree on all elements of the form txn ∈ T [x],
which span T [x]. 
Lemma 1.5. Suppose we are given homomorphisms of rings R −→ S −→ T −→ T [x],
and let T [x]e = T [x]⊗R T [x]. Let µS : T [x] −→ HomS(T [x], T [x]) be the map that takes
P ∈ T [x] to the map P : T [x] −→ T [x] which multiplies by P . Then the tensor product
over T [x]e of µS with the complex
· · · −−−−→ 0 −−−−→ T [x]e x⊗1−1⊗x−−−−−−→ T [x]e −−−−→ 0 −−−−→ · · ·
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is isomorphic in D(T [x]e) to a map
T [x]⊕ ΣT [x] −−−−→ ΣHomS[x](T [x], T [x])
so that the composite
ΣT [x]
inclusion−−−−−→ T [x]⊕ ΣT [x] −−−−→ ΣHomS[x](T [x], T [x])
is just the suspension of the map µS[x] : T [x] −→ HomS[x](T [x], T [x]).
Proof. If we tensor the complex T [x]e
x⊗1−1⊗x // T [x]e with the map µS we obtain a
chain map
· · · // 0 //

T [x]
0 //
µS

T [x] //
µS

0 //

· · ·
· · · // 0 // HomS(T [x], T [x])
rx−`x // HomS(T [x], T [x]) // 0 // · · ·
the Lemma now follows from Lemma 1.4 and the observation that the map µS : T [x] −→
HomS(T [x], T [x]) factors as
T [x]
µ
S[x]−−−−→ HomS[x](T [x], T [x])
i−−−−→ HomS(T [x], T [x])
where i is the natural inclusion, as in Lemma 1.4. 
Proposition 1.6. Let f : X −→ Y be an essentially smooth morphism of relative
dimension d. Then the map γf of (0.0.1) is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Remark 1.2 it suffices to consider the case Y = Spec(R), X = Spec(Sd) with
Sd = R[x1, x2, . . . , xd] the polynomial ring in d variables. We want to study the map γf ,
and by Remark 1.3 it is the composite[
Sd ⊗LSed Sd
]≤−d // Sd ⊗LSed Sd id⊗µ // Sd ⊗LSed HomR(Sd, Sd)
We will prove the Proposition by induction on n with 0 ≤ n ≤ d. More precisely:
1.6.1. Consider for each n the ring Sn = k[x1, x2, . . . , xn] and the Koszul complex
Kn
∼=
n⊗
i=1
(
Sed
xi⊗1−1⊗xi // Sed
)
.
For each n there is the composite[
Kn ⊗Sed Sd
]≤−n inclusion // Kn ⊗Sed Sd id⊗µ // Kn ⊗Sed HomR(Sd, Sd)
We will prove
(i) The composite is isomorphic in the derived category D(Sed) to Σ
n applied to the
inclusion µSn : Sd −→ HomSn(Sd, Sd)
(ii) The natural map
[
Kn ⊗Sed Sd
]≤−n −→ Kn ⊗Sed Sd is split injective.
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The statement (i) for n = d gives the Proposition, as soon as we observe that Kd is a
projective resolution for Sd over S
e
d .
Since both (i) and (ii) are trivially true when n = 0 it remains to prove the induction
step. Suppose we know (i) and (ii) for n. Because (ii) is true for n we have that
Kn ⊗Sed Sd ∼=
[
Kn ⊗Sed Sd
]≤−n ⊕ [Kn ⊗Sed Sd]≥−n+1, and we put this together with (ii)
to obtain a commutative diagram[
Kn ⊗Sed Sd
]≤−n ⊕ [Kn ⊗Sed Sd]≥−n+1
o
[
Kn ⊗Sed Sd
]≤−n // Kn ⊗Sed Sd // Kn ⊗Sed HomR(Sd, Sd)
ΣnSd
ΣnµSn
//
o
OO
ΣnHomSn(Sd, Sd)
o
OO
where the vertical maps are isomorphisms. The inductive step follows by tensoring this
commutative diagram with
Sed
xn+1⊗1−1⊗xn+1 // Sed
and applying Lemma 1.5 to the bottom row with S = Sn, with T the polynomial ring
Sn[xn+2, . . . , xd], and where T [xn+1] = Sd. 
Remark 1.7. (1.6.1)(i) for n = d gives an isomorphism
[
Sd ⊗LSed Sd
]≤−d ∼= ΣdSd. Of
course
[
Sd ⊗LSed Sd
]≤−d
is naturally isomorphic to the sheaf of differentials ΩdSd/R
, but this
line bundle is trivial over Spec of the polynomial ring Sd. We chose not to complicate
the notation by writing differential forms everywhere.
Remark 1.8. The case d = 1 of (1.6.1) tells us that the chain map
· · · // 0 //

R[xi] //
µ

0 //

0 //

· · ·
· · · // 0 // HomR(R[xi], R[xi])
xi⊗1−1⊗xi // HomR(R[xi], R[xi]) // 0 // · · ·
is a quasi-isomorphism. Tensoring over R, as i ranges in the interval 1 ≤ i ≤ d, we
deduce a quasi-isomorphism
ΣdSd
Θ−−−−→ ⊗di=1 [ HomR(R[xi], R[xi]) xi⊗1−1⊗xi // HomR(R[xi], R[xi]) ]
and the quasi-isomorphism of Proposition 1.6 is closely related. We have a map⊗d
i=1 HomR(R[xi], R[xi])
Ψ−−−−→ HomR
(
R[x1, x2, . . . , xd], R[x1, x2, . . . , xd]
)
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which we may tensor with the complex Kd of (1.6.1). The reader can check that the
composite (Kd ⊗Ψ) ◦Θ is the quasi-isomorphism of Proposition 1.6. By the above Θ is
also a quasi-isomorphism; hence so is Kd ⊗Ψ.
2. Residues
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a ring. The chain map
· · · // 0 //

R[x]
j //
µ

R[x, x−1] //
0

0 //

· · ·
· · · // 0 // HomR(R[x], R[x])
x⊗1−1⊗x // HomR(R[x], R[x]) // 0 // · · ·
is homotopic to the chain map
· · · // 0 //

R[x]
j //
0

R[x, x−1] //
−ρ

0 //

· · ·
· · · // 0 // HomR(R[x], R[x])
x⊗1−1⊗x // HomR(R[x], R[x]) // 0 // · · ·
where for P ∈ R[x, x−1] the element ρ(P ) ∈ HomR(R[x], R[x]) is the function ρ(P ) :
R[x] −→ R[x] taking a polynomial Q to the residue of PQ at 0, in other words the
coefficient of x−1 in the Laurent polynomial PQ.
Proof. We need to specify a homotopy Θ : R[x, x−1] −→ HomR(R[x], R[x]). It is given
by the following rule: if P ∈ R[x, x−1] then Θ(P ) : R[x] −→ R[x] takes Q ∈ R[x] to[
Θ(P )
]
(Q) = [PQ]≥0.
The truncation L≥0 for the Laurent polynomial L =
∑∞
n=−∞ rnx
n is given by L≥0 =∑∞
n=0 rnx
n. We truncate all the terms with negative exponents.
If P ∈ R[x] ⊂ R[x, x−1] then PQ is a polynomial and [PQ]≥0 = PQ; therefore Θj = µ.
To compute (x⊗ 1− 1⊗ x)Θ observe that[
(x⊗ 1− 1⊗ x)Θ(P )](Q) = Θ(P )(xQ)− xΘ(P )(Q)
= [PxQ]≥0 − x[PQ]≥0
which is the coefficient of x−1 in the Laurent polynomial PQ. 
Lemma 2.2. Let Kd be the Koszul complex of (1.6.1), and let γf be the map of (0.0.1)
as computed in (1.6.1). Let R[xi]
ji−→ R[xi, x−1i ] be the complex with R[xi] in degree −1,
with R[xi, x
−1
i ] in degree 0, and zeros in all other degrees. Consider the composite
d⊗
i=1
(
R[xi]
ji−→ R[xi, x−1i ]
) I˜−−−−→ ΣdSd γf−−−−→ Kd ⊗Sed HomR(Sd, Sd)
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where I˜ is the map which is the identity in degree −d and zero in all other degrees. Then
the composite above is homotopic to the map
d⊗
i=1
(
R[xi]
ji−→ R[xi, x−1i ]
) (−1)dα−−−−→ HomR(Sd, R) ψ(f)−−−−→ Kd ⊗Sed HomR(Sd, Sd)
where ψ(f) is the map of [7, Proposition 3.2.9] in the case where M = R is the trivial
R–module, and α is given in degree 0 by the homomorphism α0 : ⊗di=1R[xi, x−1i ] −→
HomR(Sd, R) which takes P ∈ ⊗di=1R[xi, x−1i ] to the map taking Q ∈ Sd to the residue
of PQ at 0, that is the coefficient of x−11 x
−1
2 · · ·x−1d .
Remark 2.3. To see that α is a well-defined map of complexes we need to show that
α0 : ⊗di=1R[xi, x−1i ] −→ HomR(Sd, R) vanishes on the image of the differential of the
complex C =
⊗d
i=1
(
R[xi]
ji−→ R[xi, x−1i ]
)
. The point is that the residue of PQ will
vanish if there is some xi so that P involves only nonnegative powers of xi.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 we have that the tensor product over R, as i ranges over 1 ≤ i ≤ d,
of the chain maps
· · · // 0 //

R[xi]
ji //
µi

R[xi, x
−1
i ]
//
0

0 //

· · ·
· · · // 0 // HomR(R[xi], R[xi])
xi⊗1−1⊗xi // HomR(R[xi], R[xi]) // 0 // · · ·
is homotopic to the tensor product over R, as i ranges over 1 ≤ i ≤ d, of the chain maps
· · · // 0 //

R[xi]
ji //
0

R[xi, x
−1
i ]
//
−ρi

0 //

· · ·
· · · // 0 // HomR(R[xi], R[xi])
xi⊗1−1⊗xi // HomR(R[xi], R[xi]) // 0 // · · ·
The Lemma follows immediately if we compose these homotopic maps with the quasi-
isomorphism Kd ⊗Ψ of Remark 1.8. 
Remark 2.4. Let W ⊂ Spec(Sd) be the closed set given by the ideal (x1, x2, . . . , xd).
Then the map I˜ : C =
⊗d
i=1
(
R[xi]
ji−→ R[xi, x−1i ]
) −→ ΣdSd of Lemma 2.2 can be
completed to a triangle
C
I˜−−−−→ ΣdSd −−−−→ Y −−−−→ ΣC
where C is supported onW while Y is a finite complex of modules whose direct summands
have at least one xi acting invertibly, and hence RHom(J, Y ) = 0 for all J supported
on W . Therefore the map I˜ : C −→ ΣdSd identifies canonically with I : RΓWΣdSd −→
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ΣdSd. That is Lemma 2.2 can be viewed as giving a commutative square in the derived
category
RΓWΣ
dSd
(−1)dα

I // ΣdSd
γf

HomR(Sd, R)
ψ(f)
// Kd ⊗Sed HomR(Sd, Sd)
Now I : RΓW −→ id is a natural transformation so the following diagram commutes
RΓWHomR(Sd, R)
RΓWψ(f) //
I

RΓW
[
Kd ⊗Sed HomR(Sd, Sd)
]
I

RΓWΣ
dSd
I

RΓW γfoo
HomR(Sd, R)
ψ(f)
// Kd ⊗Sed HomR(Sd, Sd) ΣdSd
γfoo
and the map (−1)dα : RΓWΣdSd −→ HomR(Sd, R) of Lemma 2.2 is a morphism from
an object supported on W to HomR(Sd, R) and therefore factors uniquely as
RΓWΣ
dSd
ϕ−−−−→ RΓWHomR(Sd, R)
I−−−−→ HomR(Sd, R).
Consider now the following diagram
RΓWΣ
dSdϕ
ww
(♦)
RΓWHomR(Sd, R)
RΓWψ(f) //
I

RΓW
[
Kd ⊗Sed HomR(Sd, Sd)
]
I

RΓWΣ
dSd
I

RΓW γfoo
HomR(Sd, R)
ψ(f)
// Kd ⊗Sed HomR(Sd, Sd) ΣdSd
γfoo
Lemma 2.2 coupled with the definition of ϕ tell us that the perimeter commutes. But
then the two composites in the triangle (♦) compose to the same map when followed by
I : RΓW
[
Kd ⊗Sed HomR(Sd, Sd)
] −→ Kd ⊗Sed HomR(Sd, Sd), and must agree. Thus the
triangle
RΓWHomR(Sd, R)
I

RΓW
[
Kd ⊗Sed HomR(Sd, Sd)
]RΓWψ(f)−1oo RΓWΣdSdRΓW γfoo
(−1)dα=Iϕ
qqdddddddd
dddddddd
dddddddd
dddddddd
dddddddd
dddddddd
ddd
HomR(Sd, R)
commutes, and if we apply Rf∗ to this commutative triangle and follow with the counit
of adjunction ε : Rf∗HomR(Sd, R) −→ R then we obtain the composite (0.0.2) of the
Introduction. The counit of adjunction ε : Rf∗f×R = HomR(Sd, R) −→ R is standard,
it is the map that evaluates a g : Sd −→ R at 1 ∈ Sd; see also [7, Lemma 3.1] for a
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global (non-affine) version. Therefore the composite in (0.0.2) of the Introduction takes
a Laurent polynomial P ∈ ⊗di=1R[xi, x−1i ] to (−1)d[α(P )](1), which is (−1)d times the
coefficient of x−11 x
−1
2 · · ·x−1d in the Laurent polynomial P1 = P .
We summarize the result of the computation in Remark 2.4:
Corollary 2.5. In the case where f : X −→ Y is induced by the inclusion R −→
S = R[x1, x2, . . . , xd] and where W ⊂ Spec(S) is the closed subset corresponding to the
ideal (x1, x2, . . . , xd) ⊂ S, the composite of (0.0.2) comes down to (−1)d times the map
⊗di=1R[xi, x−1i ] −→ R taking the residue at 0 of a Laurent polynomial P ∈ ⊗di=1R[xi, x−1i ].
We leave it to the reader to formulate the consequences that can be obtained by
factoring maps as X
g−→ AdY h−→ Y with g essentially e´tale.
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